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ABSTRACT

This report examines and compares the tiled raster graphics
capabilities of military specifications MIL--R-28002A and MIL-D-
28003A. It presents reasons for which specification, MIL-R-28002A
or MIL-D-28003A, to use to represent raster data.
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1. Introduction

The recently republished Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard,
ISO/IEC 8632:1992 [5], extends the capabilities of CGM to include
additional graphics functionality. A tiled raster capability is
among the new additions to ISO/IEC 8632:1992. MIL—D-28003A,
Military Specification, Digital Representation for Communication of
Illustration Data: CGM Application Profile [8], which is based on
ISO/IEC 8632:1992, specifies the CGM elements necessary to
implement tiled raster. As a result of this new raster capability,
both MIL-D-28003A and MIL-R-28002A, Military Specification, Raster
Graphics Representation in Binary Format [9], can represent raster
graphics data in a digital, binary format.

The purpose of this report is to examine and compare the raster
graphics capabilities of MIL-D-28003A and MIL-R-28002A, and to
identify the requirements for when to use the tiled raster graphics
capabilities of MIL-D-28003A (CGM) versus MIL-R-28002A. Only the
tiled raster portion, i.e.. Type II, of MIL-R-28002 will be
addressed in this report.

The key to selecting the appropriate tiling method begins with an
understanding of how each standard implements raster tiling. Thus,
this report provides a general overview of each tiling method,
followed by a comparison of the two methods. Based on this
understanding, the advantages for using each method are presented.
The report concludes with a discussion of the availability of
raster tiling products and recommendations of which method to use.

2. Acronyms and definitions

2.1 Acronyms used in this report

Standards:

CALS AP MIL-D-28003A
CALS standards MIL-R-28002A and MIL-D-28003A
CGM: 1987 ISO/IEC 8632:1987
CGM: 1992 ISO/IEC 8632:1992
MIL-STD-1840 Military Standard, Automated Interchange of

ODA
Technical Information
ISO/IEC 8613:1989*

‘iSO/IEC 8613 will be republished in 1992 and will incorporate the
addendum to ISO/IEC 8613/7.
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ODA/7

SGML
TIFF

Organizations

:

ANSI
CITIS

CCITT

ISO
JCALS

OSI

Abbreviations

:

AP
ASN
CGM
DAP
Group 3

Group 4

OIW

Type I
Type II

Tiled Raster Graphics Addendum to ISO/IEC
8613-7
ISO/IEC 8879:1986
Tag Image File Format Specification

American National Standards Institute
Contractor's Integrated Technical Information
Service
International Consultative Committee for
Telegraphy and Telephony
International Organization for Standardization
Joint Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic
Support
Open Systems Interconnection

Application Profile
Abstract Syntax Notation
Computer Graphics Metafile
Document Application Profile
CCITT Recommendation T4 , Group 3 facsimile
CCITT Recommendation T6, Group 4 facsimile
Open Systems Environment Implementors'
Workshop
Untiled raster graphics data
Tiled/untiled raster graphics data

2J. Definitioiis used in this report

When dealing with different standards, it is not unusual to see
different terms representing the same or similar concepts. The CGM
and ODA standards are no exception. The following are some of the
equivalent terms used in this report.

CGM ODA

cell
tile array
CGM elements

pel
pel array^
ODA constitutents and attributes

^The definition of pel array pertains to both tiled and untiled
raster images. Since this report only addresses tiling, the meaning
of pel array will be limited to tiled raster images and thus
equivalent to tile array.
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In general, the CGM terminology will be used throughout the report,
with ODA terminology in parenthesis. However, ODA terminology will
be used when describing ODA-related concepts.

The definitions given in the CGM and ODA standards are applicable
to this report. In addition, the following definitions apply for
the terminology as it is used in this document:

conforming metafile: A metafile that complies with the
specifications in MIL“D-28003A.

content: Information that is intended for human perception, e.g.,
text, raster graphics, geometric or vector graphics.

metafile: a collection of CGM elements.

ODA raster document: An ODA document that contains only the raster
images (i.e., excludes text and geometric graphics).

raster content information: See tile array.

tile: A rectangular region of a raster image.

tile array: A sequence of one or more two-dimensional, equally
sized individual tiles which all together form a contiguous
rectangular block of tiles. The ODA terms pel array and
raster content information are synonymous with tile array.

3. Background

3.1 Evolution of tiled raster in the CGM standard

CGM became an American National Standard in 1986 and a Federal
Information Processing Standard and International Standard in 1987.
CGM specifies an interchange format suitable for storage and
transfer of picture description information. Although the picture
description information is typically vector data, it may be raster
data.

Until CGM: 1992, raster data could be represented in CGM using the
CELL ARRAY primitive. The standard allowed for compression of the
raster as well as color. However, practical experience has shown
that the CELL ARRAY primitive was not the most efficient method for
handling raster data and was too limited to meet CALS requirements
[7]. In general, a CGM using CELL ARRAY to represent raster data is
large, cumbersome , and slow to process and display. Moreover,
compression techniques are limited and do not include common
techniques such as Group 3 or Group 4 facsimile.

3



The need to accommodate the use of raster data is a fundamental
CALS requirement [2]. This requirement was one of several CALS
requirements which propelled the ANSI effort to enrich CGM
functionality in support of technical illustration and publishinq
applications.

In 1988, work began on Amendment 3 to CGM. This work comprised of
a set of new elements which would extend the capabilities of the
CGM; 1987 to support advanced 2D drawing capabilities, improved text
and font support, and additional raster graphics capabilities. A
complete list of functional areas addressed by Amendment 3 can be
obtained in the CGM Addendum 3 new work item proposal [1].

In 1991, Amendment 3 was completed and resulted in more than fifty
new CGM elements. Among the new elements in Amendment 3, are the
Tile Array elements which describe raster graphics data. CGM
raster was specifically designed to be functionally equivalent to
TIFF, ODA raster, and MIL-R-28002A.

Rather than publish Amendment 3 as a separate document, the CGM
standard was revised to contain Amendment 3 along with Amendment 1

and a large number of resolved defect reports. The resulting
standard, CGM; 1992, replaces CGM; 1987 and defines three versions.
Version 1 corresponds to the original standard, CGM; 1987, version
2 corresponds to Amendment 1, and version 3 corresponds to
Amendment 3

.

Based on CGM; 1992, MIL-D-28003A describes the allowable elements
and parameters which may be contained in a CGM and specifies
implementation requirements for generators and interpreters. MIL-
D-28003A also defines three versions, such that each version is a
subset of the corresponding version of CGM; 1992. The tiled raster
capability is supported in version 3. Thus, only metafiles which
conform to version 3 of MIL-D-28003A can contain the Tile Array
elements.

3J2 Evolution of tiled raster standard and MIL-R-28002

In 1987, responding to CALS raster requirements, an ad-hoc group of
industry and government raster graphics experts began developing a
method for tiling large engineering drawings. The resulting tiled
raster specification was incorporated into the Open Document
Architecture and Interchange Format (ODA) standard, raster content
architecture (ISO 8613/7) . ODA was chosen to accommodate this
raster work since it was the only international standard that dealt
with raster graphics. Moreover, the compression algorithms used in
the ODA raster content architecture (i.e., CCITT Group 3 and Group
4) were the same algorithms that were specified by the tiled raster
group

.
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ODA specifies rules for describing the logical and layout
structures of documents and for specifying the character, raster,
and geometric content of documents. Moreover, ODA defines the
format to be used for the interchange of ODA documents. ODA offers
a wide range of choices of different sets of features and
information. As a result, functional profiles have been developed
that specify subsets of ODA that are appropriate for particular
applications. These subsets of ODA are called document application
profiles (DAPs)

.

A DAP pertaining to ODA documents containing only raster data was
developed by the ODA Special Interest Group of the NIST Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) Implementors Workshop^ [13]. The DAP
is based on ODA as defined in ISO 8613 and the Tiled Raster
Graphics Addendum to ISO 8613, Part 7. The DAP, referred to as the
NIST Raster DAP, allows large format raster documents to be
interchanged between equipment designed for raster processing.
Such documents contain bitonal raster graphics data, such as
engineering drawings and illustrations.

MIL-R-28002A defines the structure and encoding of raster data
files. Type II of MIL-R-28002A is a delimitation of the NIST Raster
DAP to suit the CALS requirements. Type II raster graphics
requirements can be used for tiled or a mixture of tiled and
untiled raster graphics data.

The reader should note that MIL-R-28002A is currently being
revised. The revision, MIL-R-28002B, will be published in late
1992 and will contain a new DAP, titled ODA Raster DAP. However,
changes to MIL-R-28002B do not invalidate this report and will be
noted herein where appropriate.

4. Tiling

Tiling is a method for subdividing a large raster image into
smaller, nonoverlapping rectangular regions called tiles. It
provides an efficient and flexible method for handling raster data.

Tiling is best suited for large format drawings or illustrations
typically associated with engineering design. The subdivision of a
drawing into tiles permits the use of only those portions of an
image required at a given time by the application. This can result
in reduced requirements for workstation memory and workstation
display area [9].

^The name of this workshop has changed to: Open Systems Environment
Implementors' Workshop.
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Each tile can be encoded as uncompressed or compressed tiles
according to a selected compression method. The capability to
encode each tile separately, using different compression
algorithms, maximizes the possible compression of the entire tiled
raster image. In addition, tiling enables graphics and/or raster
systems to perform the compression and decompression activities in
parallel upon the drawing tiles [9].

4.1 Tile space representation

The basic concepts for tiling are the same in CGM:1992 and ODA
raster. Both represent the tile space as a tile array (pel array)
and a set of tiles as shown in figure 1. The tile array in figure
1 contains twenty tiles.

The tile array consists of one or more equally sized, non-
overlapping tiles. The tiles are ordered sequentially along the
cell (pel) direction and then in the line progression direction as
illustrated in figure 1.

Although CGM tiling and ODA raster tiling are similar and use the
same general model, the mechanism for implementing tiling is
different. An overview of the CGM and ODA raster specifications is
provided in the following sections.

6
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17 18 19 20

Figure 1. Example of the tile array content and ordering.

4.2 CGM tile array

The CGM tile array can define either bitonal or color raster data,
in either an uncompressed or compressed form. Two classes of CGM
elements and four CGM elements are used to specify the tile array
and its raster contents:

delimiter elements: BEGIN TILE ARRAY
END TILE ARRAY

graphical primitive elements: TILE
BITONAL TILE

The tile array is defined and delimited by the CGM elements BEGIN
TILE ARRAY and END TILE ARRAY. The complete tile array is formed by
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one or more tiles between the BEGIN TILE ARRAY and END TILE ARRAY.

^

The general structure of metafile containing a 2x2 tile array is as
follows:

BEGIN METAFILE
METAFILE VERSION
METAFILE DESCRIPTION
BEGIN PICTURE
BEGIN PICTURE BODY

BEGIN TILE ARRAY
TILE or BITONAL TILE

TILE or BITONAL TILE

TILE or BITONAL TILE

TILE or BITONAL TILE

END TILE ARRAY
END PICTURE
END METAFILE

The tile array elements are embedded within the structure of a
metafile. In addition to these elements, a metafile must contain
several required elements and may contain other visual components
of the picture (e.g., text, boxes, and lines). In general, the
overhead, in terms of file size and processing, of a metafile
consisting of the required elements and a tile array is minimal.

The BEGIN TILE ARRAY element contains the parameters which apply to
the collection of tiles which make up the tile array. These
parameters contain the positioning and dimensioning information and
determine the number of tiles in the tile array.

The tiles which comprise the tile array are defined by either the
TILE or BITONAL TILE element. The TILE element is used to represent
color raster, whereas the BITONAL TILE represents raster images
with only two colors. Each element (i.e., TILE or BITONAL TILE)
contains only the raster content of a single raster tile, its
compression method, a row padding indicator, and the color
specifiers. The order of the data (i.e., bit ordering) is in the
"down" direction, or most significant bit (MSB) to least
significant bit (LSB) . A detailed description of these elements
and parameters can be found in CGM:1992.

'‘a tile array containing one tile is how an untiled image is
represented in CGM.
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4.3 MIL-D-28003A tile array requirements

Both the TILE and BITONAL TILE elements are allowed in metafiles
conforming to MIL-D-28003A. Tiles may be compressed using any one
of the six compression methods. Each tile shall be no larger than
one 1024x1024 image and no more than 256 tiles.

4.4 ODA raster tiling and NIST Raster DAP

ODA raster tiling defines bitonal raster data in either an
uncompressed or compressed form. Additionally, the ODA raster
tiling mechanism contains information about the document containing
the raster data as well as where the raster data fits in the
document

.

The tiling is defined in ODA/7, with the NIST Raster DAP defining
a specific subset of ODA raster. The DAP describes the features of
ODA that are needed to support the interchange of documents
containing only raster graphics content [13]. These documents will
be referred to as ODA raster documents.

An ODA raster document consists of the following sequence of ODA
data items: document profile, presentation style, document layout
description, and content portion description. Each of these data
items or constitutents contains the attributes which describe the
document and/or raster data. The general structure of an ODA
raster document* is shown in figure 2. A detailed description of
each constituent is contained in the NIST Raster DAP [13] and the
ODA standard [ 4 ]

.

The document profile, document layout structure, and basic page(s)
contain information which apply to the document as a whole or to
the placement of the raster image within the document and on the
page. Each basic page contains a tile index whose elements match
the order of the tiles. The presentation styles guide the format
and appearance of the raster content. In particular, the style
contains a set of attributes which contain the positioning and
layout information of the raster content.

The content portion is the actual raster data and its associated
attributes. These attributes contain information on the
compression (encoding) method, the tile array size, and the tiling
offset. Additionally, the NIST Raster DAP specifies that the size
of each tile within the tile array is always a 512x512 square.

*In MIL-R-28002B, the general structure of an ODA raster document
will be slightly different.
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Document Prof
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Presentation Styles
Copt i ona

1

constltLftent^

Document Layout Root

Repeat as

necessary

Figure 2 . Structure of an ODA raster document

4.6 MIL-R-28002A requirements

MIL-R“28002A, Type II data is a MIL-STD-1840 header wrapped around
an ODA-style document as specified in the NIST Raster DAP [11].
Some of the features of the NIST Raster DAP are further restricted
by requirement statements in MIL-R-28002A. In particular, MIL-R-
28002A respecifies the default pel spacing for large-format
engineering drawings, requires the image size to be a multiple of
eight, and designates the bit ordering to be most significant bit
to least significant bit.

5. Comparison of MIL-D-28003A and MIL-R-28002A tiling

There is great similarity between the tiling mechanisms in MIL-D-
28003A and MIL-R-28002A. This is not unexpected, since the tiling
mechanism in MIL-D-28003A is based on the Tiled Raster Interchange
format that has been developed for ODA/7. Since MIL-R-28002A and
MIL-D-28003A are based on the ODA and CGM standard, many of the
similarities and differences stem from these two standards. These
similarities and differences are discussed below.

10



5.1

Hie space

As discussed in section 4.1, the model for describing the tile
space is the same for both CALS standards. Both standards
structure and describe the tile space hierarchically as a tile
array containing one or more tiles. The tile array specifications
pertain to the entire tile space (i.e., every tile in the tile
array) , and each tile has its own set of specifications.

The ODA tile space differs from the CGM model, in that it also
defines document-related specifications. These specifications
describe how the tile space fits into the document. Since CGM has
no concept of a "document," there are no equivalent specifications.

5.2

Relatiomlup b^ween raster content and the tile space

The relationship of the raster content to the tile space, including
the ordering and layout, is the same for both standards (see
section 4.1). Additionally, both standards allow for the actual
raster image to be smaller than or "offset from" the whole tile
array. When an offset is specified, a border of unused cells
surrounds the actual image.

5.3

Mixture of content types

The NIST raster DAP and MIL-R-28002A specify that Type II data file
can contain only raster content. The other ODA content types
(i.e., text and geometric graphics) are not allowed in Type II data
file. CGM, on the other hand, can contain text and vector graphics
content. The raster data constitutes just one of the many visual
components that may be contained in a CGM picture.

5.4

Picture versus document

Although both CGM and ODA are interchange formats, the purpose of
CGM is to describe pictures, whereas the purpose of ODA is to
describe documents. This difference in purpose is a major
difference between the raster implementation in the two standards.

In the CGM standard, the metafile contains no information about how
the picture will be used in an application or how the picture is
contained in a document. Moreover, the raster capability in CGM is
confined to a single picture. The tile array elements have no
effect on other drawing actions, nor on other pictures in the
metafile.

11



In the ODA standard, information about the document and its content
(e.g., raster) is the essence of ODA. In fact, ODA/7 defines the
raster capability and its relationship to the ODA document.
5.5

Data stream encoding (interchange format)

CGM uses a binary data format to represent a picture conforming to
MIL-D-28003A. For each CGM element, an explicit representation in
terms of bits, octets, and words is specified.

ODA uses the office document interchange format (ODIF) to represent
documents containing raster data. ODIF is an abstract data syntax
in which the constituents and attributes are represented by a
hierarchy of data structures and data items specified using the
abstract syntax notation ASN.l [4].

5.6

Group 4 cmnpression

MIL-R-28002A restricts the compression of Type II raster graphics
to Group 4 compression. Group 3 compression is specifically not
supported.^ MIL-D-28003A allows both Group 4 and Group 3

compression.

5.7

Comparison of technical aspects

The following table presents a comparison of the technical aspects
and elements that define the tile array and tile. It is interesting
to note that the terminology may be different, but most of the
functionality and values of elements are the same. If the
terminology is different, the CGM term is given first, followed by
the ODA term. Actual CGM element and ODA attribute names are shown
in italics.

^Both Group 3 and Group 4 are allowed in the NIST Raster DAP. The
restriction to Group 4 is a MIL-R-28002A requirement.
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COMPARISON OF TECHNICAL APSECTS

TECHNICAL ASPECT MIL-R-28002A
VALUES

MIL-D-28003A
VALUES

Comments

Bit ordering MSB to LSB MSB to LSB

Partical tiles recommend that

unimaged pels set

to background

recommend that

unimaged cells set to

background

PaddingA)yte boundaries pad line dimensions

to mulitple of 8

no requirement, but

has a row padding

indicator

COM: indicator

gives the row

padding, if any

Clipping yes yes

Orientation

cell (pel) path

line progression

0, 90, 180, 270

90, 270

0, 90, 180, 270

90, 270

Tile offset 2 non-negative

integers < = 512

2 non-negative

integers

Compression method null background

null foreground

T6
bitmap

null background

null foreground

T6
T4 1 dimensional

T4 2 dimensional

bitmap

run length

Maximum number of tiles 256

cell size in path and line direction

pel spacing 200, 300 pels/inch

any positive value

# cells in path direction

# pels per line any positive value

any positive value

# cells in line direction

# lines any positive value

any positive value

# cells/tile in path direction

# pel/tile/line 512

1024 CGM: value

corresponds to

# cell/tile in line direction

# lines/tile 512

1024 1048576 compressed

color specifiers

13



6. Choosing between the CALS standards

This section presents the reasons for choosing which CALS standard,
MIL-R--28002A or MIL-D-28003A, to use to represent raster data.

6.1 Document characteristics

If the intent of representing the raster data is to include
information about the document which will contain the raster image,
then MIL-R-28002A should be chosen. MIL-R-28002A includes ODA
document structuring and presentation information, such as page
dimensions, multiple pages, and page position.

For collections of raster images, where the intent is to represent
the raster data and not be concerned with the document or
application which will ultimately contain the raster image, then
MIL-D-28003A is the viable choice. The CGM raster representation
is simply the raster image without the overhead of the ODA
structure

.

6.2 Mix of data

If the raster will be enhanced and/or mixed with other types of
data, e.g., text and vector graphics, then MIL-D-28003A should be
chosen. Other types of data such as pointers, lines, or text may
be added to a raster image for purposes of annotation, labeling, or
highlighting

.

As a raster-only representation, MIL-R-28002A cannot represent
raster images which contain text and/or graphics data. This
limitation to raster-only is not an ODA limitation. There is an
OIW DAP [12] that will allow text and graphics to be combined with
the raster image.

63 Color

Both MIL-R-28002A and MIL-D-28003A can represent bitonal raster
data. However, only MIL-D-28003A can represent color raster data.

14



6.4

Compression method

MIL-D-28003A specifies the same compression methods as MIL-R-28002A
plus two additional methods. Group 3 and run length.

If Group 3 compression/decompression is required, then MIL-D-28003A
should be chosen. Using MIL-D-28003A raster, an image can be
encoded according to the one or two dimensional scheme defined by
CCITT Recommendation T.4. The T.4 (denoted T4 in CGM;1992)
compression is useful since Group 3 facsimile is the predominate
method used by facsimile machines today.

Alternatively, MIL“D'-28003A raster can be encoded using the run
length compression method. Run length compression is an effective
way to compress images where there is high repetition. For example,
if the compression type is "run length," then a sequence of color
cells with identical values is replaced by a count and the color.

6.5

Raster storage and use

If the intent is long-term storage of raster data, then either CALS
standard is appropriate. However, long term storage is an explicit
objective of MIL-R-28002A
compression.

and the reason for using Group 4

If the raster image will be integrated into other software
applications, such as publishing systems and drawing packages, then
either CALS standard is appropriate. However, MIL-D-28003A might
be the better choice because it represents the raster image without
the extra document structure specifications. For most software
applications, only the raster image is imported; any document
information would most likely be discarded. Moreover, CGM
software^ is available in a wide range of applications including
presentation graphics, word processing, publishing, illustration,
CAD, mapping, graphics programming (e.g., GKS and PHIGS)

,

statistical analysis, project management, and even ODA.

6.6

SGML documents

The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) is a method for
describing the content and structural elements of an electronic
document. An SGML document can include, via reference, CGM pictures

^Current CGM software corresponds to the functionality in CGM: 1992
version 1. Since the CGM raster capability is a new function in
CGM: 1992 version 3, there are no current implementations. We
believe this new functionality will be incorporated into CGM
software in the near future.
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as well as ODA raster images. Since SGML has its own document
structure information, the ODA document information contained in a
MIL-R-28002A Type II raster image is unessential and irrelevant to
the SGML document. As a picture representation, MIL-D-28003A
raster would be well suited for use in SGML documents.6.7

Number and size of tiles

MIL-D-28003A limits the number of tiles to 256 and the size of each
tile to 1024x1024 cells. MIL-R-28002A has no limit on the number
of tiles, but does constrain the tile size to 512x512 pels. Thus,
if the number of tiles is greater than 256, MIL-R-28002A should be
used. Similarly, if the size of the tiles is larger than 512x512
pels, MIL-D-28003A should be used.

In general, if the image is very large and the actual number of
tiles are unknown but likely to be greater than 256, then MIL-R-
28002A should be used. Moreover, it may not matter that the size
of each tile is limited. The raster image can still be represented
by MIL-R-28002A. It may take more tiles to represent the image,
but this is not a problem since Type II raster can contain any
number of tiles.

6.8

Tile selection

MIL-R--28002A Type II raster includes a tile index parameter which
can be used to identify specific tile locations within the tile
array. Thus, if a specific tile is of interest, it can be selected
from the tile array. MIL-D-28003A, and more generally CGM:1992,
does not have this capability.

6.9

Encoding m^od

The encoding method should not be a major factor in choosing
between the two standards. The encoding, whether it be ASN.l or
binary, is transparent to the user. Both methods are efficient
ways of encoding data for interchange, and each method has its
community of support. ASN.l is the preferred method for interchange
in the OSI and networking communities. The binary encoding is the
preferred method of CGM vendors in the United States.
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7. Availability of raster products

The key to choosing which CALS standard to use hinges on the
availability of products which contain the raster capability.
Currently and unfortunately, neither MIL-R-28002A Type II raster
products nor MIL-D-28003A raster products are available. However,
we know of several Type II raster products which will soon appear
in the marketplace.

The MIL-R-28002A products being developed will be available on a
variety of platforms including Unix-based workstations and personal
computers. For many of these products, the raster encoder/decoder
is one of several supported graphics formats. Not surprisingly,
products which support multiple graphics formats and can translate
between formats are called graphics translation software

.

The raster capability specified in MIL-D-28003A is one of several
new capabilities added to the CGM standard. Because CGM:1992 is a
new standard, there are no implementations supporting the new
functionality as specified in the standard. Given the wide
acceptance and use of CGM today,® we are confident that vendors
will upgrade their products to support the new functionality in
CGM: 1992. Already, we know of several vendors who are working on
CGM products which will support tiled raster. These products
should appear in the marketplace within the next year.

8. Condusions and recommendations

The raster capability in MIL-R-28002A and MIL-D-28003A provides for
the digital representation of tiled raster graphics data. This
representation of raster graphics data enables the government to
acquire raster graphics data which can be electronically accessed,
stored, or interchanged. Representing raster in digital format is
consistent with the objectives and use of data in other Department
of Defense programs such as JCALS and CITIS.

The tiled raster capability specified in MIL-D-28003A is
functionally equivalent to the tile capability in MIL-R-28002A.
Because of their similarity, either CALS standard could be used to
represent bitonal uncompressed (bitstream) raster data or bitonal
compressed (Group 4) raster data.

The major differences between the raster representations in the two
CALS standards are due to the underlying ODA document architecture

®There are over 350 implementations of CGM on all types of
platforms.
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in MIL-R-28002A and the additional functionality of CGM raster in
MIL-D-28003A.

MIL-R-28002A Type II specifies a simple ODA raster graphics
document. As such, information about the document containing the
raster data is included in the digital representation. Moreover,
MIL-R-28002A supports only raster graphics content that is a bi-
tonal black and white image. Other contents, such as text and
vector graphics, are not supported by MIL-R-28002A.

On the other hand, a tiled raster specified by MIL-D-28003A does
not contain any document information. In CGM, only the raster data
is represented. The raster data may be the entire CGM picture or
constitute one of several visual components of a picture. Thus, a
CGM with raster data may contain annotation (i.e., text), pointers,
lines, etc.

The additional functionality of the CGM tiled raster is its ability
to represent color raster images and its support for Group 3

compression. MIL-D-28003A supports these capabilities.

Choosing between the two CALS standards is a matter of capability,
preference, and availability.

We recommend that MIL-D-28003A be used to represent raster data if
the capabilities of CGM raster (i.e., color. Group 3 compression,
and mix of data) are required. Additionally, if working in a CGM
environment is desirable because the raster image will be used in
conjuction with other application software, then MIL-D-28003A is a
good choice.

We recommend that MIL-R-28002A be used if document structuring
information is important to the raster representation and long term
storage of raster data is required. Additionally, if the number
of tiles and tile size exceeds 256 and 1024x1024, respectively,
then MIL-R-28002A should be used. We also recommend that MIL-R-
28002A be used if the raster image will be used with raster-based
software products (e.g., paint programs).

Ultimately, the choice comes down to, what raster products are
available? Currently neither MIL-R-28002A nor MIL-D-28003A
products are readily available. However, products which implement
MIL-R-28002A Type II raster will probably be available sooner than
products which implement MIL-D-28003A raster. Thus, if you need a
raster product today, the choice obviously is to look for a MIL-R-
2 8 002A product.

Once products which implement either CALS standard are available,
their usability and faithfulness to the standard will need to be
judged.
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